"Without a word, the translator concerns himself with the invisible".
Translation in the Middle Ages did not involve the same constraints as translation today for various reasons, which this article will attempt to highlight through a semiotic analysis of the opposing powers and other translation-related pressures which interact in the translation process.
This process involves a source language and a target language, but above all a source culture and target culture. Translation in the Middle Ages, like translation today, is primarily about taking into consideration certain constraints, some of which are shared between the two eras but which, in all cases, take into account the period in which the texts were translated. Indeed, an era involves modes of thought, political and religious ideologies, translation and stylistic practices that are unique to that particular time.
If, as example periods, we have chosen two eras which are quite remote from each other, it is to demonstrate that the issues certainly differ, but not as much as one might imagine, particularly in certain political and ideological contexts.
I. Translation in the Middle Ages

Contextual Reminder
To understand translation in the Middle Ages, we must decode an era which is very distant from our own, in which the modes of operation were also as different for politico-religious and civilisation reasons, two spheres which were still intimately linked in the Middle Ages.
These two spheres are temporal and spiritual, thus they confront the two active ruling powers face to face, the king and the pope, representatives of God and of His power on Earth. Between them, they are the sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit link between down here and up there, between terrestrial and celestial relations, relations which were perfectly integrated into daily medieval life.
Due to this reality of civilisation, the implicit and the explicit, the 'unsaid' and the 'said' are found at the heart of every action 1 . Behind a direct and open initiative, concealed intentions and issues were hidden, and behind some hidden initiatives the official meaning was found. This is particularly true for everything relating to power and power play, whether in the papal or royal sphere, or for everything concerned with writing, the scientific sphere (under close surveillance), artistic creation and as a result of translation, a tool of power if ever there was one.
Implicitly, the relationship with the divine and the spiritual is omnipresent in the medieval society. The same is true of the relationship with temporal power. From these two relationships, one graphically horizontal because it is historical and chronological, the other vertical because it is divine and spiritual, Christianity emerges, present at all levels of feudal society. It is also from this Christian problematic that the completely relative question of translating well will be raised. This relationship between temporal and spiritual powers can be modelled as follows:
Omnipresent implicit Omnipresent explicit
Figure 1: Medieval powers
Translating well in the Middle Ages means to be in harmony with these two powers. More than a symbol of Christianity, this deliberately implicit Christian cross schematises these two strong powers, united towards common objectives of the evangelisation of all layers of society and towards the combat of good against evil, actions which act, interact and leave traces upon thought and artistic creation.
The act of translation in the Middles Ages is inscribed into this restrictive historical background, where papal and royal censorship reigned, alongside the influence of the patron, the clear level of expectation of the public 2 , the grammatical instability of the source
Vertical implicit spiritual divine power
Horizontal explicit temporal royal power language but also of the target language, and the occasional poor quality of handwritten sources recopied by careless copyists, all of which steer the task of the medieval translator in one direction or another. These constraints, if not respected, can at best lead to the exclusion of the author or translator from society, and at worst cost them their life; in such a context, the protection of a patron becomes a great help, allowing them to protect themselves from reprisals, though it is not systematic or at least not always announced.
Despite these different obligations, the medieval translator managed to transmit messages between the lines of his translation which reveal clear political, philosophical and religious orientations. A semiotics of translation at the frontier of an essential interdisciplinarity is useful to uncover the visible and invisible aspects of the 'said' and the 'unsaid' in the translation process, which are only intended for certain initiated readers, often scholars, who are in a position to decode them when the majority of the audience cannot grasp the rhetorical, political or even the diplomatic finesse of them.
Every translator, whatever the political regime under which they translate and the period in which they work, submits to certain obligations. Certain constraints of the translator are atemporal, that is to say outside time: they are of a linguistic and aesthetic nature in the sense that the translated text must respond to the "horizon of expectation" of a public which lives in a given time with some specific aesthetic, rhetorical and stylistic criteria. The translator of the Middle Ages must add certain purely feudal spiritual and temporal constraints to these timeless constraints.
Whilst seeking to reproduce the estoire relatively faithfully, the medieval translator is caught in the webs of different obligations which the translator (in democratic countries) today does not or no longer experience. Philosophical 3 , linguistic as well as didactic, these constraints are just as important to reproduce as the estoire; the Urgeschichte in German, the primary concern of translators today, becomes almost secondary to them, faced with the numerous direct obligations to which the translator must respond before even undertaking his translation task.
These constraints, clearly explicit when it is a question of those of the manuscript to be translated, of the language, of the patron and the public, both expecting a particular style, a narrative dynamic and fidelity to the original story from the translator, are clearly more implicit when it is a question of the expectations of the ruling power and of religion, as a background: they exert a permanent and effective censorship on all translator resources, to such an extent that only works coloured with a sure and controlled morality 4 experienced true translation acclaim in Christian Europe.
Even (seemingly) satirical writings regarding the ruling power are only considered in order to better denounce the model not to follow (Roman de renart, Reinhart Fuchs), or works with an adulterer as a protagonist (Tristan, Lancelot) in order to better demonstrate what we must uphold, namely the safety of Christian morals. This occurs either in the evolution of the plot itself (Tristan, Lancelot), or in the punishment inflicted on the "failing" hero, (Meleagant in Lancelot or Lancelot himself who will never see the Grail), or by means of the remarks of a moralising narrator (Renart, Reinhart) who, by presenting them, denounces the abuses or excesses in a particular class of society, and stands as a representative of one of the two great ruling powers (see Figure 1 ). 
(Nearly) Perfect Translation Fidelity
However, much more so than the claim of authorship of a story or a translation, the transmission of the estoire, of the Urgeschichte (if we take the German point of view), of the material which mostly comes from the kingdom of France, is essential for the medieval public: they wish primarily to "faithfully" hear a story which has already experienced some success in other courts or to encounter again characters which they recognise and appreciate, such as Perceval (Parzival), Lancelot (Lanzelet), Tristan (Tristrant), Ponthus (Pontus) or the well known King Arthur (Artus). The task of the translator is to "faithfully" reproduce the French fable, which, for that matter, he repeats himself during the course of his translation by stating here and there that he is faithful to the French author and that he neither adds nor removes a single word in the hero's adventures.
Looking more closely at this, however, we will see that this is not always the case and we can sometimes assume 5 that certain liberties are taken, in the style, in adding or removing certain details of the plot, in the dropped initial at the beginning of the chapter, all of which, when added together, reveal a hidden message, in the religious system, etc. But overall, it is true that the translator, also called in some cases the adaptor, remains faithful to a framework, or what Jean Fourquet once called a canvas, which can here be qualified as an implicit, incontrovertible and indispensable canvas.
The personal touch of the medieval translator, because it does exist, is therefore only detectable as the result of an investigation which requires indepth historical research, but also a technical investigation of many manuscript variants: a precise interpretation of the clues to solve an equation containing several unknowns, because in the context of medieval translation, one is almost never in a position to hold all the necessary information for a complete study, which would allow him to compare with certainty a source text and a target text, whereas it is entirely usual to do so with texts today. Also, it is only through the implicit and the 'unsaid', signs, allusions, proverbs, metaphors, symbolism and heraldry that the medievalist can find certain trails, uncovering whole sections of political, philosophical and religious context linked to the work of the translator, sometimes to the raison d'être of his (new) translation, which practically always implicitly serves to didactically moralising or evangelising ends.
The medieval translation specialist of today is obliged to take these parameters into account and to integrate them into their method of approach to ancient texts, if they want to identify the entirety of the (said and unsaid) messages of the source text and of the target text, in order to understand the methodology of the medieval translator. In such a context, it is essential to master the medieval linguistic, political, religious, philosophical or literary background in order to grasp all the subtleties (implicit and explicit) of these medieval translations as well as possible.
Time, Spaces, Languages and Multiple Contributors
When not dealing with texts in classical Latin, the medieval translator and the medieval translation specialist both have to confront the difficulties of the transfer from a vernacular source language into a vernacular target language which is still orthographically and syntactically unstable and strongly marked with dialectic touches, or even Latin details. This source language must first be deciphered on sometimes illegible manuscripts, translated, then rewritten more or less completely depending on the region by successive copyists into another vernacular language as unstable as the first. These different stages involve intermediate interactions which have some direct impact on the final translated text. Numerous errors of interpretation of words by the copyist/translator arise due to difficulties in reading the source manuscript, which allow the medieval translation specialist of today to define the origin of the source manuscripts used by the translator and sometimes to re-date certain works, by establishing stemmas which reveal the family tree of different existing translations and the semantic links which they maintain between them, or even to relocate them by identifying the more discrete dialectal variants.
The work of the medieval translator and the copyists who preceded and followed them are thus inscribed in time and space, as is that of the medieval translation specialist.
It is a particular feature of medieval translation that the work written and translated once completely escapes its author and its translator. The copyists and translator's patrons have a real power over the modification of the source text and the numerous intermediate copies, which will circulate from one court to another; this is seen in the influence of Marie de Champagne on the writings of the French Lancelot, of which Chrétien de Troyes abandoned his version, in the importance of different patrons of Walther von der Vogelweide on his political poetry or in the numerous variants of the tradition of Ponthus, due to a multitude of manuscripts linked to this work and to different political figures of the era having played a key role in its Germanic editorial dissemination.
Thus the translated text in the Middle Ages passes through multiple hands, each in their own way leaving their mark on one of the numerous versions of the source text and target text, which only the current medievalist in possession of the entirety of the manuscript tradition of the work is in a position to consider and to appreciate. This temporal distance is necessary in order to be familiar with all the manuscript variants of a work and is an advantage in grasping the semantic and lexical richness of the different versions but at the same time creates an enormous gulf which is difficult to cross in order to grasp the contextual reasons for these variants. No author in the Middle Ages, no translator, no copyist can have been in possession of the entirety of the manuscript tradition of the work that he was creating, copying, translating or adapting, whereas the medievalist of today can himself possess the manuscript tradition of a work 6 in its entirety. In this context of study, the medievalist of today therefore benefits from temporal detachment and from an overall view of the material with a good number of its variants, but at the same time he loses contextual precision
Source Texts
Target Texts to explain the essential purpose of these numerous variants, because the literary text and the translation in the Middle Ages are particularly unstable. The unstable and progressive nature of medieval translation reveals itself semantically and lexically through a precise analysis of the details of each recorded manuscript.
Variants, details and study under the magnifying glass…
Upon examination, it transpires that these variants are just as present in the source text manuscripts as in the target text manuscripts. Thus the modifications of passages are sometimes attributed wrongly to the translator, whilst they are already to be found in one of the source text manuscripts: it is at this stage that it is necessary to take the time to study them all under a magnifying glass as a complement to the published editions.
The difficulty in transcribing the manuscripts does not make the task of the copyists easier. There is a good example of this in the French work Ponthus, where one of the copyists confused "larmes" (tears) and "armes" 7 (coat of arms) in the expression "Le chevalier noir aux larmes blanches" and "Le chevalier noir aux armes blanches", as a result creating not only two distinct branches in the stemma of the French manuscripts, that containing "larmes" and that containing "armes", but also an alternation which one logically finds in the two Germanic translations: the German Pontus A (PSA 8 ) gives 'der schwartz Ritter mit den weyssen czahern' 9 , the black knight with white tears, while in the manuscript tradition of Pontus B, it is named 'der swartz ritter mit den wyssen wappen' 10 , the black knight with the white coat of arms. Or again this French confusion between the town of "Vannes" and the town of "Rennes" which mostly becomes "Vennes" in the French manuscripts but "Vannes" in PSA and "Rennes" in PSB 11 . The difficulty in reading and then in interpreting the terms in the French manuscripts offered a multitude of translation possibilities in other countries; it is particularly evident when one studies the onomastics, whether toponymic or anthroponymic. The manner of translating the toponyms and patronyms reveals to the medieval translation specialist the approach of the medieval translator to reduce "the experience of the foreign" ("l'épreuve de l'étranger") 12 or on the contrary to accentuate it if he so desires. A detailed referencing of different translation reactions in German towards French names, according to the discovered manuscripts and their location, allows a complete examination of the choices of the medieval translator and his "copyists".
Thus, in the work of Ponthus and its German translations, the name Guillaume according to the manuscripts, is either kept as Guillaume, 
"The experience of the foreign" for a medieval Germanic audience faced with a name like von Hasenberg, von dem Scharffenberg or von dem Busch is nonexistent in relation to very French names such as de Lièvremont, de Montaigu or de Laforêt. It would be the same in the other direction. Thus the translation or maintaining of these names becomes a deliberate translation choice which is made either by the translator, or by one of the copyists of the work, at one of the stages in the process of dissemination.
But the invisible and implicit touch of the medieval translator can be made even more subtle. In Reinhart Fuchs, the German adaptation of the French Roman de Renart, certain allusions are so common that it becomes difficult to translate them into another language since they relate to a localised context.
We think of two subtle allusions which work in comparison, the first concerns the Benedictine abbey of Erstein (vers 2123, p.142) 13 , the second the "talons" of the Benedictines (vers 2152, p.144). Both are absent from numerous branches of the source text but they reveal an impressively interpretable polysemy as follows.
In choosing Erstein, the translator-adaptor Henrich der Glîchezaere plays on at least eight almost exclusively implicit semantic layers: indeed, 1-the inhabitants of Erstein were dubbed in the Middle Ages (and still today) the "ravens" (Rabe in German), 2-the raven is a particularly evil animal in medieval symbolism and iconography as a scavenger associated with death because it cleans corpses found on the road (cf. the Alsatian word, grab (grave) to describe it). 3-At the same time, the Benedictines of Erstein were known for wearing black tunics and scapulars with black hoods: the link between Erstein, the Benedictines and the birds of death seems already established. An extra small nod of the head towards Heinrich der Glîchezaere: 4-in the French Renart, it is to the abbey of Cîteaux that allusion is principally made, and it is known that the monks of Cîteaux, also Benedictines, distinguished themselves, along with those of Clairvaux, from all other Benedictines, by wearing robes that were… white! (and not black!). This antithetical symbolism of white and black, linked to the internal monastic tensions, cannot go unnoticed in the clerical sphere of the era and should largely give rise to laughter. Here, one therefore captures an implicit polysemy on the part of the translator, who becomes markedly more explicit when he states 5-that the nuns of Erstein pounce on the camel and deal a blow to its face, and with their talons cause harm, mit griffeln taten si ir groze not v. 2152: before this line which alludes to talons, this lacks only a "wie Raben" (like ravens) to complete the allusion to the inhabitants of Erstein. This "wie Raben" is so implicit that it becomes explicit. The sixth level of meaning and the following ones reside in the polysemy of griffel, which also means griffes (talons), doigts (fingers) which "grafe" (graphie, writings in ancient French). The double meanings therefore become countless and the polysemy takes life on at least nine different levels of meaning, which only the most scholarly of the era can recognise, decode and savour, the settling of scores between scholastic schools and monastic orders being common in the Middle Ages and even more so in this region which, at this time, had a considerable number of monasteries and abbeys. This is undoubtedly a case of a scholar who knows how to write and work the meaning as the translator-adaptor of Reinhart Fuchs, because not only does he know perfectly the biblical text on which he plays throughout the whole fable, the political and religious problems and plots of his time and region, the gossip and internal conflicts of the courts and monasteries, the branches of the French Renart, the semantic-rhetorical subtleties useful to the survival of his work and of himself, the lexical polysemy and metaphors, but he also knows how to subtly consider how far he can go in his critical allusions which he moderates systematically with the moralising formula when it proves necessary 14 , that is, when it is dangerous… While transmitting violent messages regarding the ruling power, while presenting cruel and perverse scenes, and playing quite heavily on certain monastic conflicts, the author ensures that he protects himself by playing on the two dualistic medieval themes of good and evil, thanks to small moralising remarks after each episode where the morality might be thought to leave too much to be desired, in keeping with a moralising religious translator, hidden behind a pseudonym and the mask of the fable. A monk, master in the art of rhetoric and adaptation. His rhetorical subtleties are so fine that they do not survive the test of translation in their plurality. 15 Thus, translation in the Middle Ages very often presents itself as a political act or an exercise of the/of power and/or as an exterior sign of culture. The contextual clues intended for an informed public are therefore subtly concealed (implicit) or overtly added (explicit) within the target text, thereby allowing readings and decodings of the final work with multiple levels of interpretation (symbolic, semiotic, biblical, fantastic, political, historical, etc.).
The medieval historical imprint, perceptible at all levels of feudal society and, in particular, in the context of the Crusades, or, in general, of oppositions between the Christian and the Muslim world, is particularly present in the translated and adapted texts from the 12 th to 15 th centuries, and it appears in different linguistic and literary forms which are not necessarily accessible to all.
Pyramidal reception of medieval translation
Often halfway between translation and adaptation, medieval literary translations, although faithful to a principally French model, reveal new characteristics which discreetly, often implicitly, evoke the macro and micro conflicts present in the target culture, which are absent in the source culture, and vice versa. The effectiveness of the medieval translator is perceived in his relative faithfulness to an estoire, his style, the images and symbols added or removed, and his structure which reveals his theological and political orientations.
Medieval translation and the medieval literary text in general are understood on different levels. Certain layers of text, the easiest to access, are clearly explicit, and are made up of levels 1 and 2 of the population represented below, namely the people and the uncultured nobility. This level of comprehension is also that of a contemporary reader uninitiated in medieval symbolism, for whom the appearance of a unicorn in the narrative will not be perceived as anything other than the appearance of a unicorn. On levels 3 and 4, the text is understood from an implicit and explicit point of view, the unicorn will at this stage be understood in all of its symbolism, and even in its intertextuality, which the patron, the ruling power and the censor are completely in a position to grasp.
___ Medievalists
Implicit of implicit
At level n , the unicorn is placed voluntarily in this part of the text and analysed as a result, and it enters into the framework of a conjointure (linkage) and of a well specified senefiance (significance), to resume the technical terms of Chrétien de Troyes. Here, it evokes much more than its symbolism, here we touch the implicit of the implicit, it becomes a code understood among authors, translators, scholars, which can allow, in certain cases, the settling of disagreements between clerics, patrons or men in power by means of an unsaid symbolism. At level n , the entirety of the implicit and explicit interplay is defined, the implicit of the implicit is perfectly controlled, and one enters into a general dialectic of the type of inversed mirror games, of the said and the unsaid, of implicit and explicit caricatures which deceive not only censorship but also the ruling power, whilst only allowing a perfectly moral allusion to appear. This is the case with Tristan, where the very subtle presence of the love potion, which serves as an excuse for an adulterer who without this would be harshly judged by feudal censorship, allows the depiction of the story of two lovers who want to love each other passionately under a divine protection more or less open according to the translations 16 .
Another model of literary translation resorting to this genre of subtleties is Ulrich von Zatzikhoven's Lanzelet, a translation of a probably lost French Lancelot, which mocks all the literary clichés by abusing their values: the dragon, which one expects to see struck down by the hero, is kissed on the mouth by the courageous hero and transforms into a superb young woman 17 , which brilliantly cocks a snook at the medieval dragon tradition, while the woman rediscovers her habitual religious role as an original temptress. Fortunately, the hero does not succumb to this siren, passing his last great test successfully. Morality is therefore safe once more, but by taking several detours, the implicit subtlety of which only a minority of the audience will have perceived. For the rest of the audience, those who find themselves at the base of the pyramid of reception, the episodes in the story link together in a captivating and rhythmic manner, which is more than enough to entertain them.
Conclusion on medieval translation
The implicit plays with the explicit on all levels of the elaboration of the medieval text, whether behind its authors, translators and adaptors, patrons, variants, copyists, or political plots. Everything in the medieval act of translation reveals double meanings which are sometimes clearly apparent, sometimes quite transparent but very real and concrete. Often written by scholarly clerics, with perfect knowledge of the philosophical and scholastic writings and debates of the time, the translations of the Middle Ages, even within the framework of the translation of literary texts of entertainment from the second category, reveal a frame of mind peculiar to a period and a region: therefore, in certain works, the implicit of the discourse takes on politico-religious dimensions and reveals local micro-issues, macro-conflicts between lord, patron and the pope, clear philosophical orientations, didactic and moral intentions, peculiar to the medieval work. At the same time, being appealing to the patron and corresponding to the political, philosophical, theological orientation of the target culture is a translation and strategic obligation, a supplementary constraint for the translator of yesterday who will integrate, whether to order or not, the absent nuances of the source text very often to controversial ends or those relating to didacticism.
It would therefore be a very poor basis for an analysis to think that medieval literary works are simply texts for entertainment. Also, medieval works and their translations, often perceived as childish, and even naïve because they are magical and fabulous and filled with higher and explicit layers to the text of dragons, unicorns, princesses and other heroes and courageous knights, are revealed in the facts and in the lower and implicit layers of the text as formidable tools of satire or propaganda, capable of brilliantly evading a medieval censorship however vigilant.
II. Translation today 1. Contextual Reminder
The process in action in the contemporary act of translation is radically different and more "simple" to a certain degree than the medieval process. In non-democratic countries where political and/or religious censorship is still current, the "medieval" translation approach still fully applies. Translations in certain Arab countries where Islamic religious censorship is still acceptable are revealed as adaptations rather than translations 18 .
On the other hand, in democratic secular and/or non-theocratic countries, the issues are of a different order, and we will define them below.
If we schematised at the beginning the relationship to variants of a source text compared to a contemporary target text, the schema would be much more basic than the one previously analysed for the medieval period as in Figure 3 : century, where the languages are also syntactically, lexically and semantically stable. With contemporary translations, the difficulties are those stipulated above, called "timeless constraints", that is, the constraints which are presented to all translators, whatever the period of writing: faithfulness to the source text (unique here), the optimisation of the style, of writing, of the rendering of images or proverbs in the target language. The approach seems a priori more mechanical than in the Middle Ages. But this is misleading because the writing of the 20 th and 21 st centuries is radically different from that of past centuries.
Indeed, if we believe Georges Pérec:
Writing, today, seems to believe, more and more, that its true end is to mask, not to uncover. We are invited, everywhere and always, to feel the mystery, the inexplicable. The inexpressible is a value. The unspeakable is a dogma. 19 In such a context, the translator must be more invisible when the author himself hides behind his writing; that is in any case what we teach our students in translation courses. "The translated text must give the impression of always having been written in the target language", in principle without any reference in notes to the target text and to its author. Certainly, there are sometimes exceptions in the form of an accompanying note a, "Translator's Note", but these notes are often out of place and not recommended by editors of translations: the reading of a translated novel must not be disturbed by the remarks of a translator who is too visible, who justifies his translation choices in notes… The freedom of the contemporary translator is therefore revealed to be considerably limited compared to that of the medieval "translator", his invisibility is closely linked to his translation perfection.
The more the translator remains in the background, the less one notices his touch and presence, the more beautiful his translation will therefore be. It is a process which seems somewhat contradictory but it is, however, in this way that the translation, particularly the literary one, is understood today: invisibility becomes a guarantee of professional perfection.
Theories of translation
Numerous theories of translation have thus come into being over the course of the last third of the 20 th and the beginning of the 21 st century to try to define and better understand the dynamics in action in the translation process. We think of the following theories: Interpretive Theory (Seleskovitch, Lederer), Skopos Theory (Vermeer, Nord, Ammann), Polysystems Theory (Even-Zohar), Semiotranslation Theory (Peirce, Rastier, Gorlée) or even the Actional and Communicational Theory (HolzMänttäri) to cite only the most representative or the most taught.
Just as in didactics a teacher will not employ only one pedagogical approach to create a good lesson, the translator of today, conscious of his role, will no longer use only one of these theories to translate well, but will opt ideally for a mixture of each of them according to the corpus, the genre of text, its context, certain passages or its intentions. Because even if the translator must be invisible, he is no less implicitly there; his approach and method are traceable according to the theories chosen which can be based on the source or target text, or even on the source or target culture (Polysystems Theory).
It was François Rastier who undoubtedly best expressed the complexity of the translation process in his theory of passages 20 . For François Rastier one does not translate word for word, but from text to text or from corpus to corpus. He says:
If the translator wants to be perfectly invisible, he must wear the mask of the author as far as possible. And when the author himself becomes the translator, the translation therefore plays the role of an innovator, states François Rastier with regard to the translations of Primo Levi: "Marking without doubt his course, the translations which he has made will have helped to strengthen and tolerate his poetic work: they were an indispensable stage in recognising himself as a writer. Thus, through translation, readers can take the plunge and finish by counting themselves among the number of authors. This innovatory, or even initiatory, value of translation is not veritably understood, because it escapes to the communicational ideology which wants to instrumentalise it. 22 The path between author, translator and reader relates to a semiotic dynamic where the translator makes himself a reader when the author is a translator so that the reader takes over the final text and becomes himself an author… 23 Thus, if it were necessary to reunite the "lower" (but incontrovertible) common denominators of contemporary translation, one would arrive at this type of model: 
Technical Tools
The 21 st century is a period where everything unfolds at great speed (modes of communication, information and travel, human relationships, etc.), the constraints linked to time limits and the rapidity of action can therefore no longer be neglected now because it is, to a large extent, due to these time limits linked to translation that only one language, English, is more and more privileged in globalised exchanges and in certain institutions, jeopardising the quality of the English language itself, other languages (and cultures) and even the future of translators.
The costs of translation and the technical tools of automatic translation are also regularly highlighted nowadays. Translation takes time and is often expensive. In a period of economic crisis, anything that allows economy in translation is an advantage on many levels but this is an economy created on the back of a wider distribution of the information which only translation can offer.
The author-translator-reader relationship with regard to the style of writing and of thought of the moment also appears as a new constraint, clearer than in the past due to the fact that literary writing of the 20 th and 21 st centuries shifted towards a clearer intellectualisation and implicitness which does not make the task of the translator easier.
And finally, the concern for faithfulness to a source text is predominant nowadays whereas in the past faithfulness to what the censors or the patron expected was the priority. The choice of one or multiple translation methods or theories proves more and more essential for achieving the difficult objective of the accurate translation.
In the 20 th and 21 st centuries, the constraints of the translator are multi-faceted, which can have political, diplomatic, historical, scientific, cultural consequences. Touching on all the spheres of the globalised world, translation also concerns all disciplines, which was not the case in the Middle Ages, or to a much smaller extent, since Latin was the lingua franca of scholars until the 18 th century, and so many writings were not translated in Europe 24 .
Texts and Current Issues
Translation and Globalisation
Today, in the absence of a lingua franca, translation appears as the only door allowing an opening to the culture of the Other when one has not mastered its language, and therefore the only possibility for knowing the Other in his culture, its differences and similarities. To know the Other and his culture is to take a large step towards better understanding, to no longer have fear of the unknown. In a time of globalisation, the challenge is to know how to "live together". Only translation can allow us to know the cultures of the world in more and more cosmopolitan societies. Translation becomes in this respect a vehicle of peace to fight against extremisms of all kinds.
Other major challenges have developed at the same time as human rights, globalisation, democracy and secularism, which allow us to understand that translation today is inscribed not only in the textual corpus but also, and above all, in an entire era, which is rapidly changing, where the relationships of power are political, religious and cultural and exert an influence on all citizens of the world, whilst also undeniably on their writings and as a consequence and logically on current translations. Translation, even more than the source text itself, is today one of the signs which allow us to evaluate the percentage of democracy and secularity of a state. Some examples of texts will allow this to be illustrated.
The cultural richness of Europe and its uniqueness in the history of humanity is dependent on the translation of the most beautiful literary, philosophical and religious texts. To know European partners is to know their culture, which is obligatorily dependent on translation.
On the political level, never before in the history of the world have 23 different languages had to cohabit and be managed on a daily basis at the heart of a political institution. The linguistic question at the heart of the European Union is a world first which is not so simple to administrate. To omit just one of these 23 languages would be to give less political weight to the people who speak it and becomes a strategic-political, deliberate act.
In a globalised society, all information which affects the global community is obligatorily dependent on translation. The election of President Obama had its global impact recognised through the invisible means of translation. The whole world followed and understood the symbolic force of this election because American history and more particularly the advent of Martin Luther King were known. The global population was in a position to appreciate the journey taken by the United States from the famous "I have a dream" speech of Martin Luther King, translated into more or less all languages on the planet, to the election of the new American President, Barack Obama, who represented change in all its forms, a change perfectly understood by everyone from Japan to Africa, by way of Russia and South America. However, few of those people tuned in to an American channel to follow the evolution of this presidential electoral campaign or to follow the results of this election in English: the vast majority of the planet was informed in their mother tongue and appreciated the election result all the more because they therefore understood all its political stakes and consequences.
The politics of today is irreparably set to become our history of tomorrow. This is also the case with our literature, called upon to become part of our global cultural heritage. If we know the literatures of the whole world, the greatest literary masterpieces of humanity and more particularly of Europe, all in their great diversity, it is very often only thanks to translations. Purists preach in favour of reading the original text, but who on earth today is in a position to master all the languages of the world? Who can master just one of them correctly? There too, translation is the only necessary passage. Certainly, these texts have been translated with more or less precision, with more or less faithfulness to the source text depending on the centuries, the schools of translation, the fashions, but they have travelled the world: translations of Molière, Shakespeare, Goethe, Kafka, Sartre, or Eco make up part of a common global cultural heritage for Europeans in general, accessible to the greatest number only by way of translation.
It is very often these literary translations which make people want to learn the original language to better grasp the poetic and rhetorical subtleties.
Controversial Translations
Current translations are very numerous, although they all present a particular characteristic. Certain authors have taken risks in writing and then being translated. This is particularly true of texts which enter into controversy by awakening religious or political extremisms. One remembers Salman Rushdie in 1988 and his now internationally renowned Satanic Verses which cost the author a fatwa 25 , issued by Ayatollah Khomeini, after the work was labelled "blasphemous" with regard to the Islamic religion. The scandal, primarily of a religious nature, therefore became global, with freedom of expression being completely overridden, and the supporters on each side rapidly became passionate. Translations of the work were forbidden in South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Sudan, Qatar, etc. Different translators of the work were stabbed, publishers and booksellers with the book in stock saw their shops set on fire.
Here, it is of course the words and the ideas of Rushdie which engendered this murderous insanity, and perhaps still more the fact that these words and thoughts were going to be disseminated worldwide by means of translations and therefore spread freedom of expression definitively and internationally.
Another more recent example, in November 2007, but which is in the same vein, is that of the former journalist Mohammad Ghows Zalmay, threatened with death for a "bad" translation of the Quran into the Dari language. A religious committee was therefore formed to analyse in detail the problematic translation raising debates, in particular on certain verses concerning homosexuality, condemned by the Quran, as by other monotheistic religions elsewhere.
Of course, depending on the camp to which one belongs, a translation proves more or less faithful, more or less unfaithful, or even incorrect. One enters therefore into "adjusted translation", which was and remains the rule in numerous political regimes and religious spheres, regardless of the century, and whatever the ideological movement considered. It is peculiar to politics to be adjusted, whereas translation must remain "neutral" in the face of the source message. If it is not, it therefore becomes an instrument of propaganda, a tool of manipulation, an object of censorship and therefore a brake on the freedom of expression and the dissemination of culture.
No current state can pride itself on having always, over the course of history, produced translation free from all ideological or religious orientation. But today, each state which claims to be a great power should be able, if only to deserve this quality and out of respect for the populations that it governs, to not censor translations or images of the world 26 . There again, one is far from it, the "new democracies" hardly preoccupy themselves with such translation precisions, indeed, on the contrary, translation in these contexts is a tool of manipulation, of disinformation, and even distortion.
On a small optimistic note: we should consider ourselves lucky to be European, European translations are those which are closest to translation precision, as evidenced in the texts on the European Commission sites superbly translated into 23 languages down to the last comma. Still it is necessary that these translations remain steady in the facts, over the long term, and this at least systematically in these 23 languages, and even maybe more.
Incorrect Translations
To controversial translations, to adjusted translation, it is necessary to add incorrect translations whether deliberate or not. They are distinguished from the previous categories by gaps in knowledge on the part of the translator in the target language, in the culture to transpose, or even in both. Americans have excelled in this little recognised art and as a result, it is the cause of catastrophic and irreparable damages on the ground.
As we read in the works of Mathieu Guidère, in particular in Irak in Translation: De l'Art de perdre une guerre sans connaître la langue de son adversaire, we notice three types of detrimental translation error with very serious political and human consequences. Three examples amongst others:
1) Errors in the interpretation of the noms de guerre war names of Islamic combatants
"Abou Moussab", known as Zarqawi, head of Al-Qaida in Iraq until July 2006, was taken for a simple common and uninteresting nom de guerre, while it literally meant "Man of difficult missions". The figure signed his communiqués thus and all the difficult missions were confided in him without the Americans realising anything, and this lasted two long years.
2) Errors in the interpretation of the names of religious groups
The Americans believed for a long time -due to a bad translation of the term -that the word "Rawâfidh" used by Al-Qaida in Iraq for certain religious groups meant simply "Shiites", therefore they acted in consequence (integration and massive armament of Shiite militia) until they realised -too late -that the word referred only to "the Shiites of Iran", that is to say Iranians (and not the Shiites of Iraq). Meanwhile, civil war had broken out between Sunnis and Shiites.
3
) Errors in the interpretation of place names and their choice
The Americans called the most secured zone in Baghdad "The Green Zone" thinking thus to be protected from terrorist attacks, a grave error because the radical Islamists took this denomination as a divine sign and a call to sacrifice themselves precisely in this "green" zone, green having always had a great Islamic symbolism of heaven on earth.
It is clear that translation is the undeniable link which in numerous situations creates the incident and underlies a strategic action on a greater scale. But to translate well, it is necessary not only to know the words, but also the worlds to which those words relate 27 . To know one without the other leads at best to a harmful imprecision, at worst to a fatal error. The theory of passages of François Rastier here takes on its full meaning.
The Absence of Translation
But between two evils, let us choose the lesser: if it were necessary to choose between bad translations or no translation, it would still be better to have bad translations than no information, because the translation void, in whatever domain, is a definite impoverishment in terms of the dissemination of knowledge and information. To suppress translation, or even simply to reduce it, would only be conceivable in a perfectly multilingual world, which is far from being achievable in the short term even if this is for which it is necessary to progressively strive. In the meantime, only translation allows the dissemination of knowledge.
Conclusion on Contemporary Translation
The choice of translation in Europe is the choice of a strategy in favour of a democratic and secular Europe, a union which is not only dependent on economic preoccupations but which also favours linguistic and cultural diversity. Universal translations represent the only tools allowing us to bring together numerous shared issues of all humans spread over the world.
To choose accurate and systematic translation on a political, economic and cultural level in Europe is a challenge which a great power such as the European Union must meet. This implies that each language continues to be translated, as faithfully as possible, that the costs of translation are no longer discussed because they only represent a small budget compared to other financial challenges, that theories which unify semantics, semiotics and translation enter most closely into the textual meaning be increasingly recognised and used to locate and release texts and corpus from religious or dictatorial censorship. Indeed, faithful translation is a tool to keep in the toolbox aimed at establishing Human Rights through the respect of the language of the other and the processes of peace. To distort translations is to lie about the content, the form, and the message conveyed by the source texts.
General Conclusion
This paper comparing two great periods of history, the Middle Ages and the 20 th -21 st centuries, actually had no other ambition than to reveal two great types of intertemporal translation: Adjusted translation (whether political, ideological, manipulated, medieval or modern, which serves to direct minds in one direction or another) in opposition to Intercultural translation (which serves to facilitate dialogue between peoples, in Europe or elsewhere).
To be in a position to distinguish these two great types of translations is to be capable of thinking freely, a very precious capability which is not alas given to everyone in the world and from which we benefit, we the Europeans. In this respect, the European Union must be the model par excellence of a democratic and secular grouping which will know how to value the fair and just act of translation for a fair and just political system. An act of translation which will neither despoil nor forget any state nor any language, "large" or "small". A European Union which puts the translator back at the heart of the action.
If it were necessary to summarise and conclude this writing on translations of yesterday and today with one phrase alone, this would be it:
Show me translations from your country and I will tell you in which Nation you live. 
